
5-8 CLASSES

     RANK YOUR TOP FOUR CLASSES!   Rank your child’s top four class choices in order of     
        preference, by placing a 1, 2, 3 or 4 next to the class title. Kids will be assigned to two classes.

Think’n Outside the Barn Get your hands dirty in the greenhouse and on the farm in this agricultural adventure class.

WBNG Cover B+G news while reporting, filming and producing live feeds throughout the week.

Boyle’s Got Talent Make the judges hit the golden buzzer in this Boyle County talent showcase.

Outdoor Extremes Master core outdoor survival skills, then show everyone who the real outdoor master is. 

Escape from B+G Up for an escape challenge? Break out from a BLACK + GOLD room before time’s up. 

Brain Games Your brain: The ultimate supercomputer. Learn the games it plays and how it creates your reality.

The Big Build Help build the new middle school while spending time on the construction site with contractors.

Chopped Cook delicious meals using surprise ingredients and crazy combinations.

CodeMasters Enter the world of cybersecurity and encryption, and learn to build and break your own code.

Flash Mob Take over camp and surprise the crowd with a flash-mob group dance.

Donkey Kong Crush your competition with an in-depth look at video game strategies.

Double Dare If you love gloop, glok and gak, then this messy and stunt-filled class is for you.

Flea Market Flip Repurpose flea market finds and turn scrap paper into creative creations with Mod Podge.

Drone Diversions Earn your wings while navigating the skies with the latest drone technology.

Jedi Academy Join a select group of cadets to combat the dark side. May the force be with you!

Dynamic Explosions Experiment with the science behind dynamic chemical reactions, explosions and fireworks.

Go-Kart Mechanic Start from scratch and work together to build a fully functional go-kart!

Paint Your HeART Out Paint step-by-step masterpieces in this class for artists of all backgrounds and abilities.

Makeup FX Use makeup special effects to create gory scars, a floating head and a zombie apocalypse.

Shutterbugs Explore all aspects of photography, from shutter release to published prints.

Mission: VR Your virtual reality awaits! Immerse yourself in a simulated environment using VR headsets.  

Vlog Nation Learn the 7 keys to successful YouTube vlogging and begin building your online brand.

Super Spa: Love Your Selfie Create luxurious bath bombs, lip gloss, face masks and a real sense of self-confidence.

Scalpel Squad: Reptiles & Birds Sharpen your scalpel while dissecting rattle snakes and pigeons - if you can handle it!

Be Bionic Build a biomechanical hand and other working appendages using creative construction.

Mod Podge Mania Use the Cricut machine and Mod Podge to personalize canvases, t-shirts and more.

REGISTRATION ENDS MARCH 30!

GO ONLINE  
Classes are assigned on a first-
come, first-serve basis. Be sure 
to register online early!1RANK ‘EM  

Classes fill quickly! Every effort 
will be made to match kids 
with their top choices. 2 PICK UP 

Pick up schedules, sign 
paperwork and more at 
parent night on June 12.3

THANKS!
These sponsors ensure that every child has the tools needed for 
an exceptional week of exploration at Black + Gold Academy! 

YOU CAN HELP TOO!  Learn how to become a sponsor at boyle.kyschools.us.

®

BLACK + GOLD: 

LIVE Email 
BlackAndGold@boyle.kyschools.us 

to learn more!

> 8th Grade < VOLUNTEERSNeeded!




